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"2023 unequivocally stands as The Year of Distinction. This year, God
has undertaken the task of distinguishing and marking out His remnant,
ensuring that His glory will unmistakably manifest in your life.
Throughout this extraordinary period, we've witnessed God's deliberate
hand marking His chosen ones, setting them apart for His divine purpose.

In the face of challenges and uncertainties, the distinction became
evident as God's favor and guidance became apparent, signaling a
unique path for each of us. It's in these distinctions that His glory shines
through, illuminating our lives with purpose and His divine presence.

In embracing this distinction, we have seen the threads of God's plan
weaving through our individual stories, marking us for His greater glory.
As we reflect on this remarkable year, let us carry this distinction
forward, knowing that God's presence and His purpose in our lives set us
apart for a greater, more profound journey.

Let the mark of distinction in 2023 be the cornerstone upon which we
build a future that radiates God's glory and reflects His extraordinary
work in our lives."

2023: YEAR OF DISTINCTION



As the Pastor of this incredible community, I am profoundly encouraged
by the unwavering perseverance and determination displayed by the
people of TCF in pursuing the will of God. We stand at the threshold of
immense potential, continuing to step forward in awe and reverence for
the plans the Lord has in store for us.

Looking ahead, let us march into the future with the conviction that we
are not called to conform, but rather to be agents of transformation. Our
journey persists, and the promise of God’s continual work motivates us
to embrace the path laid before us.

With gratitude for the past and hope for the future, let us continue our
walk, steadfast in our faith and united in our mission to be the
instruments of God’s transformative power.

Blessings and Warm Regards,
Brandon Hill Sr
Senior Pastor, Transformation Christian Fellowship



Throughout the year, we've extended considerable
financial support exceeding $1,000 to assist members
of our congregation facing challenging circumstances,
demonstrating our unwavering commitment to aiding
those in need.
We are proud to share that we've supported over 20
children in our congregation and local community by
providing essential school supplies. This initiative has
equipped these young learners with the necessary
tools to excel in their education, fostering their path to
success.

WHAT GOD ALLOWED
US TO ACCOMPLISH



As part of our Summer at
TCF outreach, we
proudly demonstrated
our support by making
significant contributions
of clothing to both the
Purple Heart Foundation
and the Red Cross.

Transformation Christian Fellowship was delighted to
host the Cancer Warrior Awareness Event, which was
organized by Sheila Hill. A remarkable occasion
dedicated to raising awareness about cancer,
promoting education, and offering a platform for hope
and support.



We're thrilled to introduce TCF Kids, our fresh children's
ministry addition. On the 4th Sunday, we offer an
interactive 30-minute Bible lesson that blends fun and
education, dedicated to nurturing their faith in Christ.

We've had the privilege of
baptizing 2 individuals and
guiding over 20 others to
embrace Jesus Christ as
their Savior, both through
our online platform and in-
person gatherings.



We assisted in establishing 2 new churches:
River Life Church with Pastor LaVarn Gordon
in Winchester, Virginia, and Destiny Changers
Christian Fellowship with Pastor Quentin
Petties in Chicago, Illinois. These
congregations are significantly impacting
their respective communities, furthering our
mission to connect lives with the
transformative power and love of Jesus Christ



1.5K
721

EMPOWERING LIVES: SHARING THE
MESSAGE OF JESUS CHRIST

THROUGH DIGITAL OUTREACH
INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS

FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS

2,106 YOUTUBE SUBSCRIBERS

VIDEOS GOT 76,321 VIEWS IN 2023

MOBILE APP WEBSITE
SITE SESSIONS: 32,618  ⬆57%

UNIQUE VISITORS: 28,766 ⬆53%
TOP COUNTRIES WEBSITE VISITS

UNITED STATES • CANADA • NIGERIA •
INDIA • SOUTH AFRICA • AUSTRALIA

IOS • ANDROID • APPLE TV • ROKU 

CUMULATIVE APP IMPRESSIONS
25,685

CUMULATIVE APP DOWNLOADS

211

CUMULATIVE APP LAUNCHES

3,223



FINANCES

TOTAL REVENUE:

TOTAL EXPENDITURES:

$65,912.99

$65,550.85

NET REVENUE:
$517.19

FIGURES AS OF NOV. 29TH 2023



FINANCIAL
BREAKDOWN

Building Lease Outreach Utilities
Misc. Marketing/Digital Reach

Building Lease
43%

Outreach
21.9%

Utilities
17.5%

Misc.
8.8%

Marketing/Digital Reach
8.8%

FIGURES AS OF NOV. 29TH 2023



In the midst of this demanding financial recession,
we've experienced God's unwavering provision. Your
incredible generosity has been instrumental in
witnessing profound transformations, as lives have
been touched by the love and power of Jesus Christ.
We're placing our faith in God for breakthroughs, not
just collectively but individually, envisioning a
greater impact within our families and communities.
At Transformation Christian Fellowship, we've been
called to make a global difference, and your
generosity is pivotal in achieving this vision.
Together, through your giving, we anticipate
witnessing miraculous outcomes. Your prayers are
invaluable as we step into a new year and a season
of growth. Thank you for being the catalysts of
change; together, let's embark on this journey,
anticipating God's extraordinary works through our
contributions.





T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  s t a r t s  h e r e


